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This subcommittee has undertaken a study of one of the most fundamental aspects of govern-

ment: how citizens select their representatives and shape their government. I was privileged to

observe a similar process –from start to finish – in my current home of North Carolina, but was

thankful for the opportunity to participate in the deliberations of my native Virginia. As a computer

engineer with a background in distributed systems, security, and software development, I hope to

contribute solid, constructive, and scientific data to the subcommittee. Unfortunately, my analysis

shows that Virginia has been too hasty in its acceptance of paperless voting machines, and that this

haste likely affected the result of at least one race in Virginia in 2005. Additionally, it is likely

that these subtle failures – detectable through simple statistical analysis – are unrecoverable: even

though one candidate will become Attorney General, the true victor will never be known. These

are not wild-eyed, tin-foil-hat-wearing conspiracy theories; it is merely the logical result of using

a low-quality product that meets poor development standards.

I realize committee members have been inundated with page after page of statements, position

papers, and studies. My goal is simple: to remind members that the most important and most fun-

damental property of a good voting system is that it be reliable. Even the most disabled-accessible

and well-liked system is useless if it is malfunctioning. During the hearing on August 21st – and

in written statements since – I saw many opponents of voter-verified paper ballots discuss how

much voters and election officials like paperless systems, how few complaints they received about

paperless systems, and how easy these paperless systems were to use.

However, this “popularity” metric is next-to-useless in the engineering world. Engineering is

not a popularity contest. It is a meritocracy, with the best ideas winning. We, as computer scien-



Contest Governor Lieutenant Governor Attorney General
Optical Scanners 1.13% 2.82% 2.82%
DRE Machines 1.21% 4.28% 3.99%
Lever Machines 1.16% 6.45% 6.26%

Table 1: Undervote rates in the 2005 Virginia General Election; smaller is generally better. Note that – with
the exception of the Gubernatorial race, with its low undervote race across all technologies – undervote rates
for counties using paperless machines are nearly 50% higher than those using optical scanners.

tists, know how to write solid programs; we write them to fly our airplanes, to run our pacemakers,

and to control military weapons. We do not, however, know how to write solid programs “on

the cheap”. A typical software project as complex as a paperless voting machine costs billions

of dollars to develop. The control code for the Boeing 777 – at one-tenth the complexity of Mi-

crosoft Windows – cost over $2 billion to develop, of which nearly $1 billion was spent on quality

assurance and testing.

The bottom line is that voting machine vendors do not have the resources necessary to de-

velop software that is anywhere as near as reliable as these critical systems. Even the latest pro-

posed standards from the Election Assistance Commission require that a modern voting machine

be failure-free for only 163 hours, on average. This standard – unchanged since 1990 – means that

nearly 10% of all voting machines can experience a failure during Election Day and still meet or

exceed federal standards.

These weak standards do nothing to weed out bad machines and, not surprisingly, more com-

plex machines will experiences failures, abnormalities, and glitches more often. Table 1 provides

evidence to back this hypothesis. On average, optical scan systems recorded a larger percentage

of votes than paperless systems. Analysis of the raw data from the State Board of Elections web-

site – as of 3:50 AM, EST, November 21, 2005 – shows that the single most significant factor in

predicting undervote rate is the technology used by the voter. (An undervote is a ballot in which

the voter did not make a selection for that particular race.) Our two options are to conclude that

somehow voters in counties using paperless systems care less about politics and are less likely to

vote in a race for which they went to the polls, or that the technology used by those voters is of

lesser quality than that used in other counties.

We can test this by examining the results of the 2004 General Election in Virginia. Table 2



Contest President Amendment One Amendment Two
Optical Scanners 0.89% 12.45% 10.66%
DRE Machines 1.15% 15.51% 13.07%
Lever Machines 1.04% 30.23% 29.85%

Table 2: Undervote rates in the 2004 Virginia General Election; smaller is generally better. Note that – with
the exception of the Presidential race, with its low undervote race across all technologies – undervote rates
for counties using paperless machines are nearly 30% higher than those using optical scanners.
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Figure 1: Correlation between undervote rates in the Lieutenant Governor’s race and the Attorney General’s
race in Virginia in 2005. Note the strong correlation for optical scan-using counties; if 3% of the voters didn’t
cast a vote for Lieutenant Governor, about 3% of voters also didn’t cast a vote for Attorney General. This is
consistent with voters who only care about the top-ballot race: Governor. However, in DRE-using counties,
there is little to no correlation, and higher undervote rates. This suggests strongly there is an underlying
problem with the machines.

has these results. Again, paperless machines record fewer votes than optical scan systems. Since

7 counties switched from optical scan systems in 2004 to paperless systems in 2005 and saw a

relative increase in their undervote rates, we can conclude it is not the voters: it is the technology.

The last piece of evidence is another peek at voter behavior. The 2005 election cycle in Virginia

was very Governor-centric; there was little enthusiasm or even interest in the race for Lieutenant

Governor or Attorney General, as most of the attention was on Tim Kaine, Jerry Kilgore, and (to

some extent), Russ Potts (and his pots-banging ad campaign). Given this, we would expect there

to be two classes of voters: those who vote for Governor only, and those who will vote a full ticket.



This would produce a voting pattern in which the number of undervotes in the Attorney General’s

race and Lieutenant Governor’s race would be roughly the same.

Here, we chart the data. If 2% of voters who went to the polls in a given locality didn’t vote

for Attorney General, and 3% of the voters in that same locality didn’t cast a vote for Lieutenant

Governor, we would place a mark at position (2, 3). Given our prediction about voting patterns,

we expect these numbers to be roughly the same within each locality.

Figure 1 charts this relationship. In counties using optical scanners, we see the expected cor-

relation: a straight line of points. The largest difference is in Loudoun County, in which 1.5% of

voters did not choose a Lieutenant Governor and 2.1% of voters did not choose an Attorney Gen-

eral. The “most apathetic” optical scan locality is Fredericksburg City, in which 6.2% of voters

cast no ballot for Lieutenant Governor or Attorney General.

Localities using paperless machines are a completely different story. One-fourth of DRE-using

localities had a discrepancy larger than Loudoun County. A dozen localities had undervote rates

higher than Fredericksburg City. Either voters in these localities are less consistent and erratic

than those in optical-scan counties, or the technology has problems. It is also important to note

that these results already take into account the processes and procedures election officials use to

prevent the loss of votes.

Had DRE systems performed as reliably as optical scan systems in Virgina this month, there

would be another 12,430 votes for Lieutenant Governor and another 9,400 votes for Attorney

General. It is entirely likely that the malfunction of paperless machines in Virginia in 2005 affected

the outcome of the race for Attorney General. The margin of error is larger than the margin of

victory by over a factor of 25, and no amount of popularity or customer satisfaction can change

this likelihood.

In conclusion, I recommend that Virginia mandate a voter-verified paper ballot for every voting

system, have this ballot be the official record of voter intent for the purpose of recounts and audits,

and institute mandatory random sample audits of these paper records for all elections to detect

machine failures (malicious and benign). These mandates and procedures will ensure that the

voice of every voter is heard and safeguarded at every step of the election process.


